
Rambunctious garden: Red plastic bags and a lone poppy turn the untended lot
between two Berlin traffic lanes into a contemporary wasteland.

Key Concepts

• e current ideology of dead matter, mechanical causality, and
the exclusion of experience from descriptions of reality in ecology
and economy are responsible for our failure to protect aliveness
in our world.

• e challenge of the ‘Anthropocene’ and the end of dualistic
enlightenment-style thinking is to install a new ‘bios’ into our con-
cept of reality, putting aliveness, the world as a living process of
mutual transforming relationships, subjectivity, and expression,
at its center: an ‘Enlivenment’ view.

• e scope of the ‘Enlivenment’ perspective equals the shi in
modern physics realizing that any observer is entangled with the
system being observed. Biological entanglement happens emo-
tionally and experientially through sharing aliveness with and re-
lating existentially to other living subjects.

• Findings in the life sciences, particularly in biosemiotics, cog-
nition research, and developmental biology, show that it is neces-
sary to view organisms as goal-directed agents, who bring meaning
and experience into the world as physically relevant powers.
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Enlivenment in Brief

Enlightenment thinking is coming to an end. The ‘An-
thropocene’ claims to step beyond the dualism of
man-nature opposition. Culture is everywhere. This
might be an opportunity for sustainable action: Sav-
ing nature becomes a cultural endeavour. However,
the salute to anthropocene stewardship masks the
silent enclosure of life within technoculture and bio-
economy. Civilization still operates as if reality is
about organizing inert, dead matter in efficient ways.
It is impossible to achieve sustainablity with our pre-
vailing ‘operating system’ for economics, politics, and
culture if the underlying ‘bios’—our unconscious as-
sumption about reality—remains tied to an ideology
of dead matter. On a profound level, nature is threat-
ened by ignoring the principles of fertile, imaginative
interpenetration, which shape existence. The real op-
portunity of the ‘Anthropocene’ is to create a new bios
for our thinking—an Enlivenment. This means to 
understand that man and nature pertain to a reality
creating embodied processes of transformative rela-
tionships, expressive meaning, and true inwardness in
biological subjects. The scope of the ‘Enlivenment’
perspective is comparable to the shift in modern
physics which realized that any observer is entangled
with the system being observed. Biological entangle-
ment happens emotionally and experientially through
shared aliveness with other living subjects. The ac-
cording ‘policy of life’ strives for a civilization in which
institutions and economic practices follow the maxim
that life shall be. A policy of life struggles to liberate
subjects from the colonization by the ideology of dead
matter, granting them the right to embodied agency
and to meaningful experience. This is not easily
achieved, as it requires a deep change in our percep-
tion of reality. The ‘bios’ of ‘Enlivenment’ will require
a long-term commitment comparable to the struggle
for universal human rights.
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celebration of ‘hybrid structures’ that reflects a profound bias 
towards the human-created artifact, such as consciousness 
enhanced by data interfaces, or ecosystems that have multiple roles
as species museums and high-yield agricultural fields.

e idea of the Anthropocene as an epoch of humankind is giving
new force to ideologies of objectification, manipulation, and con-
trol, whose true scope hides behind optimism and the ‘cool’ rhet-
oric of communal eco-technological endeavours and ‘win–win’
situations. In the wake of such marketing, industrialized countries
are able to abuse the myth of a reconciliation between nature and
technology in order to advance profit-oriented bio-economics, ex-
ploit global technology markets, and reify the economic and
agrotechnological predominance. As has long been observed, such
a move is even exemplified in the very term sustainability: from
its origins as an eco-social concept, it has since mutated into a
mere advertizing catch phrase.

Even the ‘green economy’ is stuck in this attitude. e monetiza-
tion of nature, and the creation of leveraged financial instruments
from ‘ecosystem services,’ has put the green economy on the path
toward privatization and scarcity, thereby obscuring the subjective
dimension of living nature, and taking away a community's right
to enter into meaningful relationships with their environment.8

If we believe that humans and nature can only be reconciled when
technology dominates the Earth, and if we could admit presumed
reconciliation, because we now have convinced ourselves that na-
ture always carries a cultural stamp, we are prevented from seeing
that every material exchange transforms the imaginative space of
this world. We still disregard the interior and meaningful dimen-
sion of everything alive.9,10

Toward More Aliveness

Ye blessèd creatures, I have heard the call
Ye to each other make; I see

The heavens laugh with you in your jubilee
My heart is at your festival.
My head hath its coronal,
e fulness of your bliss, I feel—I feel it all.

Excerpted from ‘Ode: Intimations of Immortality’ 
by William Wordsworth

Most of the problems of our culture have a common origin: We
view reality as dead. e economic, political, and educational min-
stream see a world made of simple, nonliving building blocks. We 
can be enhanced—without limit—by analyzing the underlying el-
ements and reconstructing them using technological, economic,
or ecological means.11,12

However, scientists increasingly understand reality as a meshwork 
of mutually transformative and meaningful relationships, which 
are experienced by subjects. From this vantage point, creativity 
and poetic expression, which since historical modernity was pre-
eviously only reserved for the cultural sphere, become fundamental
elements of reality.

is approach is not utopian. It is starting to find root in the cur-
rent revolution of biological thinking, similar to the revolutions
in physics roughly 100 years ago through relativity theory and
quantum physics. Humans and nature are one, because creative
imagination and feeling expression are natural forces—the only
way to unite the lone spheres of matter and culture.9,11

We can, however, observe a dialectics coming to our rescue, which
Horkheimer and Adorno would never have seen coming when
formulating their Dialectic of Enlightenment.5 Insights gained in
the natural sciences have forced us to reconnect rational under-
standing with a practice of imaginative aliveness. It is natural sci-
ence, which by applying its rule of empirical objectivity, finds its
opposite—meaningful subjectivity—in the depths of the unfold-
ings of the biosphere. In the findings of empirical biology, which
pursue the semiotic approach, living beings are no longer under-
stood as machines but as subjects bringing forth meaning.

• We need a ‘policy of life’ as a new political-philosophical atti-
tude to make ‘deep sustainability’ possible. It will supplant the idea
of  reality as iteration of ‘empirical facts’ by an ‘empirical subjec-
tivity’ of shared aliveness and a ‘poetic objectivity’ of describing
and practicing relatedness and mutual transformation.

Dualism Has Ended

You do not have to be good.
You do not have to walk on your knees
for a hundred miles through the desert repenting. 
You only have to let the so animal of your body 
love what it loves.

Excerpted from ‘Wild Geese’ by Mary Oliver

A ground-breaking new vision of humankind is quickly spread-
ing into the mainstream of our self-understanding. We are no
longer standing apart from nature, so the new belief goes: We are
enmeshed in it. Some authors even assert that nature and humans
are one and the same.1 is comes not just as a philosophical
claim but rather as an empirical realization. e cultural image
man has of himself has become a scientific issue. Traces of pesti-
cides, nuclear fallout, and nitrogen fertilizer can be found in the
Arctic ice crystals and in the soils of the Amazon. Climate change
has proven that humans are inescapably connected to Earth and
its systems.

ese are the signs of the ‘Anthropocene,’ or, as some call it, the
geological ‘epoch of humankind.’ ‘Anthropocene’ was first coined
as a geological term by atmospherical chemist Paul Crutzen.1 He
argued that the extent of human domination over the biosphere
has abrogated the idea that nature is separate from humans, thus
ending the Holocene.

We still need to fully realize that the change in the geologic cal-
endar named by Crutzen has heralded a distinctly new cultural
epoch. In this new age, which has just begun, nature and mind
are no longer separate. e duality between nature and culture,
which stems from Enlightenment thinking, has been overcome,
and this is big news. Dualism, which determined our thinking and
actions for 250 years, has ended. e Enlightenment is over.2

Technology and science have ironically overcome their dualism
through an obsessive insistence of it. Our civilization long believed
that the Earth was an object separate from the human. In doing
so, it has unwittingly proved the opposite.

In one respect, we should feel relieved. e split in our thinking
that opens between nature conceived as soulless resources and
human agents as the rational actors was what started the ongoing
environmental catastrophe, which includes global warming and
the current ‘sixth extinction’ wave of species loss.3

Many claim that the starting point for a new idea of sustainability
and nature protection lies in the Anthropocene. Because nature

and culture are supposed to be one, humans therefore should be-
come responsible for the Earth-system. As the argument goes,
humans must become stewards for the whole natural-cultural
Earth because they have totally infiltrated it.4 Sustainability from
this perspective is thought to be a more attractive and convincing
concept: it no longer means protecting the ‘other,’ but cultivating
ourselves.

An Old Fallacy with a New Fascination

And when two people have loved each other
see how it is like a
scar between their bodies,
stronger, darker, and proud;
how the black cord makes of them a single fabric
that nothing can tear or mend.

Excerpted from ‘For What Binds Us’ by Jane Hirshfield

Relief, however, is not due. e reconciliation between humans
and nature, which is held by many who favor the Anthropocene
viewpoint, takes place as a universal victory of culture, negating
the possibility to understand and protect life and aliveness. What
is saluted as the end of dualism is a hidden new self-aggrandize-
ment of humankind, an attitude that again threatens to convert
nature into a project of cultivation and control. Psychologists call
such a situation a ‘double bind,’ that is, to assert something but to
do the opposite.

e philosophers Max Horkheimer and eodor W. Adorno had
pointed out this blind spot 70 years ago when criticizing Enlight-
enment-style thinking at the time. Horkheimer and Adorno
claimed this thinking to be as ‘totalitarian as any system’ and ar-
gued that its ‘untruth’ lies in the fact that ‘the outcome is decided
from the beginning. e world-rulership over nature turns against
the thinking subject itself.’ Horkheimer and Adorno wrote their
analysis more in the first half of the last century. But has the situ-
ation really changed?5

Leading proponents of the Anthropocene still interpret connec-
tions as ‘distinction-and-domination,’ and reconnecting with
other living beings is performed as a dominance of humans over
everything, even over ourselves. If all life is understood as culture,
human superiority over nature has not ended. Instead, the human
sphere has pervaded nature by a sort of hostile takeover.6

Many proponents see the Anthropocene as revolutionary change.
But much of its concepts thoroughly clutch to industrial mod-
ernism in the image of Homo faber, which controls nature by
technical means. Current thinking increasingly emphasises all
agency's artificiality and ‘createdness.’ e ‘cyborg,’ even the ‘mon-
ster,’ has become an oen-used metaphor to understand our rela-
tionship with reality.7

ough the bias toward technical control has superficially
changed its face, it has endured in the depths, leading to an overall 

Fisherman’s friends: At the northern Greek Lake Kerkini reservoir, built in the
1930s, Dalmatian pelicans have found a new habitat by being regularly fed part
of the catch.

Homes in the Wilderness: e North Sea echos a timid sky on an overcast
spring day at the Norwegian south coast near Kristiansand.
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What Humankind Can Be

may my heart always be open to little
birds who are the secrets of living
whatever they sing is better than to know
and if men should not hear them men are old

by E.E. Cummings

A future for humankind based on ecological and social justice is
only possible if we emphatically renew our specifically human
manifestation of what constitutes embodied existence: the middle
ground where aliveness and creativity seek to experience them-
selves. We can call these qualities ‘soul,’ ‘heart,’ the ‘spiritual nature
of man’ (Erich Fromm),17 or the irreducible and indefatigable
‘wild’ (Gary Snyder).18 ese form the basis of everything alive
and are enacted by us in a particular human cultural fashion.

Such an understanding of humanness-as-aliveness relies on the
possibility of finding a specifically human interpretation of alive-
ness. We can therefore never be entirely reconciled with living re-
ality. Any such belief, which claims to have found a shortcut to
the exhausting negotiations, pitfalls, and creative improvisations
of being subject-in-relation, implies a new utopian version of con-
trol. We, however, do not need another impossible Utopia but
must acknowledge our creative fragility. Only through this are we
coupled to an infinite capability for living imagination and always
open to healing.14

ere already exist many sources from which the position of En-
livenment can find inspiration and support in its philosophical,
economic, social, and scientific dimensions, such as the ‘capability
approach’ of Amartya Sen and Martha Nussbaum;19,20 Manfred
Max-Neef 's ‘barefoot economics’ grounded on human needs;21

and Albert Camus' pensée du midi, a self-limitation based on po-
etic and sensual experience, which the French philosopher called
the ‘Mediterranean spirit.’22

We can see the attitude needed already in practice in the economy
of the commons proposed by Silke Helfrich,23 David Bollier,24 and
Nobel-Prize-winning economist Elinor Ostrom;25 in the ‘dialogics’
of philosopher Edgar Morin;26 in Lewis Hyde's ‘circle of the gi;’27

in the poetic biophilosophy of the ‘Biogea’ vision developed by
Michel Serres;28 and in the enlarged understanding of art in the
wake of Joseph Beuys, who proposed artistic expression starts
with acknowledging and liberating one's own aliveness.29,30

Science as a Practice of Empathy

As the crickets' so autumn hum
is to us
so are we to the trees
as are they
to the rocks and the hills.

Excerpted from ‘Frontline’ by Gary Snyder

e scientific community has a crucial task of re-shaping the 
relationship between humankind and the remainder of creation.
Climate change has demonstrated how scientific methods are in-
dispensable in the search for new ecological standards, and these
methods have always shown our interrelatedness with nature,
even when we believed otherwise.

Meanwhile, throwing more and better scientific techniques to 
resolve all open questions has proven futile. What we can ‘know’
has structural restrictions—reality is not a closed system. We are
giving up the idea of a biology that follows linear and objective
laws, like in Newtonian physics. In biology, as analogous to quan-
tum physics, the researcher is entangled with his research subject,
although this entanglement is not quantum but experiential. Both
are alive and connected in an emotional relationship.9,14

If reality cannot be objectified, a value-free and neutral science is
not possible. Our conception of the world determines how we
treat it and how it changes. Accordingly, any position that assumes
an objective, timeless, and value-free description of reality or a
part of it is a violent self-authorization. Any seemingly neutral
and presumably objective attitude cements invisible structures of
power. Knowledge is not objective when produced in this manner;
it is valid predominantly in the sense that it stabilizes the system
from which it arose.

Any knowledge is already an implementation of certain standards
of treating the world and each another. e task of living together
on this planet therefore requires being attentive not only towards
theory, but also toward scientific practice. When does science only
produce results to satisfy the inner demands of a knowledge in-
dustry? When does it legitimize political, economic, or techno-
logical interests? We need to carefully scrutinize all reifications of
scientific thinking and refrain from them in order to help science
become more an authority that serves the unfolding of aliveness
and helps humankind develop a self-understanding as selood-
in-connection.30

In the Anthropocene, any form of science must consciously in-
corporate its particular values and interests, as well as explicitly
naming them. It must reflect on its inevitable entanglement and
creatively work upon it. Instead of producing merely functional
knowledge, science should also focus on meaningful orientation,
thereby carefully observing the world not from the perspective of
a cybernetic system, but also as a meshwork of relationships with
the power to bring forth aliveness. rough this, a culture of
meaningful connection between humans and the remainder of
creation can arise. It can be conceived as an art of embodied con-
sciousness, as an ecological ‘Art of Living.’

Toward a Policy of Life

For what else have stones been shaped
but to prolong the human presence and to say
soundlessly in lost tongues:

Subjective experience is rooted in matter as the way biological or-
ganization is only possible.10-13 Aer the Enlightenment, we there-
fore need to work towards an ‘Enlivenment’ that is able to close
the gap between subjective experience and objective description.14

is attitude can counter our fixation with techné—analysis and
reconstruction—and shi our attention to poiesis—our embodied
symbolical imagination with its existential experiences of lived
values. When we pay tribute to poiesis, we understand life as a
phenomenon in which matter reveals a tendency of generating in-
dividuals that can self-produce and self-maintain, thereby giving
them a meaningful standpoint. 

Because we are part of this creative meshwork of relations, we can
gather knowledge of it, not as a measuring device would, but in a
way comprehensible to living beings. e ‘truth of nature’ (as op-
posed to the ‘untruth’ of the totalitarian system of a reality colo-
nized by a dualist view Horkheimer and Adorno had analyzed so
deeply) lies in nature's creative openness that constantly gives life,
or ‘healing.’

To preserve the biosphere, we need to focus our actions on the
image of a living reality. We need to conceive a new ‘bios.’ On the

most profound level, nature is threatened not only by the disrup-
tion of bio-geo-chemical circulation and species balances, but also
by ignoring the principles of fertile, imaginative interpenetration,
which shape our existence. Traits of this threatened but necessary
aliveness are openness, diversity, potentiality, the exchange of
gis, transformation, and the existential paradox of isolation 
and unity.15,16

Experiencing the world as alive helps us to rethink our relation-
ships to other humans, to other beings, and to matter. We can 
stop fashioning these connections into a means of exploiting 
resources. We will only decently survive the Anthropocene by 
realizing that humans not only pervade nature but consist of
something not consciously made by man: a self-organizing alive-
ness profoundly enmeshed with ecosystems in terms of metabo-
lism and metaphor.

e creative power inherent in reality cannot be turned off. To
misjudge or disregard it, as we have done and continue to do, is
dangerous and ultimately destructive for life. Ignoring reality al-
ways will generate violent encounters with it. erefore, the most
important task in the Anthropocene is to rethink and regenerate
aliveness.

Tree fort archaeology: e childhood culture of building shelters and makeshi houses has nearly died out within only one generation.
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A policy of life makes explicit what implicitly keeps us alive while
actively nourishing it. It is pluralistic, dialogical, and mediating. It
understands reality as a commons in which all beings co-creatively
partake. It assumes responsibility for reality and supports us on the
way to ourselves, acknowledging that this way is never achieved
and can only be laid down by walking. Only when our new loyalty
with everything alive becomes our cultural desire, the Anthro-
pocene will truly merit the name of the ‘time of humankind.’

GLORY be to God for dappled things— 
For skies of couple-colour as a brinded cow; 
For rose-moles all in stipple upon trout that swim; 
Fresh-firecoal chestnut-falls; finches’ wings; 
Landscape plotted and pieced—fold, fallow, and plough; 
And all trades, their gear and tackle and trim.
Excerpted from ‘Pied Beauty’ by Gerald Manley Hopkins

~~~~~~~
Note: e Enlivenment Manifesto was published in Solutions Magazine 12/15.
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We loved the earth
but could not stay?

Excerpted from ‘Little Treasures’ by Loren Eiseley

In the Anthropocene, sustainability can only be meaningfully
reconceived through the perspective of ‘Enlivenment.’ We need to
be devoted to ‘cultures of aliveness’ to enable truly sustainable be-
havior.31 Unfolding cultures of aliveness is an epochal political
project. It is a vision of civilization going beyond day-to-day crisis
management and the ‘flight mentality’ of current politics.

Let us call this vision a ‘policy of life.’ A policy of life strives for a
civilization in which principles, institutions, and economic prac-
tices follow the maxim that life shall be. Such an ethos cannot be
achieved in the short term. It requires a commitment comparable
to the struggle for universal human rights, which unfolded in the
centuries since the original Enlightenment idea had gained trac-
tion. is time it needs to be a strife to create a solidarity-in-being
among all living subjects.

e political agenda of the Enlightenment was intended to elevate
humankind from its incapacitation by granting it rational agency.
A policy of life (Enlivenment) enlarges this struggle to a more
comprehensive goal: liberating the feeling and creative human
from the colonization by an ideology of dead matter, granting it
the right not only to rational but also to embodied agency, and to
meaningful experience.

A policy of life preserves the necessary Enlightenment values—
such as individual dignity, justice, and equality—while reconnect-
ing them with their roots that rest in the co-creativity of every-
thing alive. It does not substitute rationality with life but regards
it as the quest to unfold a culture that is aware of, and responsible
for, the potential imaginative aliveness in all living things.

A policy of life searches for alternatives to the dogma of growth
and addiction to consumerism. It does not seek technological 

control but pursues the creative negotiation between equal par-
ticipants in an ecosystem that all need to preserve. It strives to
promote the experience of aliveness. It creates economic produc-
tivity through ecological stability and meaningful actions.32

A policy of life strives for the following:

• A global ecological agriculture, which secures yields by en-
hancing biodiversity and human existential experiences (meaning
and joy); which integrates and does not separate.

• An economy that does not support the ‘use’ of resources in a
‘market’ built on ‘objectivity’ and separation but enlarges the pos-
sibilities to participate in a shared planetary metabolism of com-
mons economy and is guided by an understanding of economic
exchange as the shared household of the biosphere.

• A culture that no longer functions according to the income-
generating model of private economics but participates in a co-
creative process of production.

• A biology that understands organisms not only as ecosystem-
service providers and molecular toolboxes but also as creative sub-
jects, and which sees humans as a metabolic part of a biosphere
enmeshed with life and feeling.

• An education that teaches an Art of Living and Connection;
that does not follow only a standard of abstract knowledge, func-
tionalistic technology, and ‘dead world’ thought; that reduces val-
uations and judgements.

• A policy that understands regional administrative entities as
self-organizing commons and does not follow rules of universal
abstraction and selfish market interests.

• A shared livelihood with other beings in line with the South
American creation ethos of ‘Buen Vivir’ or the idea of  ‘Convivi-
ality’ by Caillé et al., that is, a solidarity of existence with all
beings.33,34

• A regenerative transformation of the fractures and contradic-
tions inherent in any connection, creation, and in life itself, in line
with a bravery of being and an imaginative practice of aliveness
with ‘manners, grace and style’ (Gary Snyder).18

Eddies in the stream of time: A Japanese cherry tree tripped
over into a mountain stream in the Sikkimese hills continues
to blossom amidst white water swirling over boulders and rocks.
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e shy torrents of spring: Late winter slowly thaws away on a track through the
forest of the White Memorial Foundation near Torrington, Connecticut.


